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Modulation of Respiratory
Frequency by Peptidergic Input
to Rhythmogenic Neurons in
the PreBötzinger Complex
Paul A. Gray,1,3* Jens C. Rekling,1* Christopher M. Bocchiaro,2
Jack L. Feldman1,2†
Neurokinin-1 receptor (NK1R) and -opioid receptor (OR) agonists affected
respiratory rhythm when injected directly into the preBötzinger Complex (preBötC), the hypothesized site for respiratory rhythmogenesis in mammals. These
effects were mediated by actions on preBötC rhythmogenic neurons. The
distribution of NK1R⫹ neurons anatomically defined the preBötC. Type 1 neurons in the preBötC, which have rhythmogenic properties, expressed both
NK1Rs and ORs, whereas type 2 neurons expressed only NK1Rs. These findings
suggest that the preBötC is a definable anatomic structure with unique physiological function and that a subpopulation of neurons expressing both NK1Rs
and ORs generate respiratory rhythm and modulate respiratory frequency.
Respiratory rhythm is generated by neurons
in the brainstem. Surprisingly, given the vital
role and the apparent simplicity of breathing
movements, the identity of these neurons and
the mechanisms of respiratory rhythmogenesis and frequency modulation are unknown.
Respiratory neurons are found in a narrow
column in the ventrolateral medulla extending from the facial nucleus to the spinal cord
(1, 2). The preBötC is the limited portion of
this column necessary and sufficient for in
vitro neonatal rodent medullary slice preparations to generate respiratory-related motor
nerve output (2, 3). Perturbations of neuronal
function within the preBötC in adult rats and
cats severely disrupt breathing (4), consistent
with the hypothesis that this region contains
the neurons responsible for generating respiratory rhythm. Unfortunately, these and related experiments only circumscribe the approximate boundaries of the preBötC. In the absence of a precise anatomic delineation of the
preBötC, defining its functional role or the
roles of individual neurons it contains is
problematic.
Local application of the NK1R agonist, substance P (SP), into the preBötC in vitro increases the frequency of endogenous respiratoryrelated output; similar application of the OR
agonist [D-Ala2,N-Me-Phe4,Gly5-ol]enkephalin
acetate (DAMGO) or the ␥-aminobutyric acid
type B receptor (GABABR) agonist baclofen
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decreases respiratory frequency (5–7). Similar
responses are seen in vivo (8). Because these
drugs affect frequency, they must act either
directly on preBötC rhythmogenic neurons or
indirectly on other preBötC neurons that provide modulatory signals to the rhythm generator. In vitro respiratory-related output does not
require chlorine-mediated postsynaptic inhibition (2, 3, 5, 9). If peptide neuromodulators
affect respiratory frequency by direct actions on
only inhibitory neurons, as has been suggested
for opioid actions in the midbrain (10), then
peptide receptor-expressing neurons could not
be responsible for rhythm generation. Thus, we
examined whether the effects of SP and
DAMGO on respiratory rhythm in vitro were
affected by blocking GABA type A receptor
(GABAAR) and glycine receptor activation
(11). Pressure injection of SP (2 pmol) into the
preBötC of rhythmically active brainstem slices
from rats increased respiratory frequency to
192% ⫾ 5% of control, whereas injection of
DAMGO (1.5 pmol) decreased frequency to
64% ⫾ 1% of control (Fig. 1). GABABR activation has similar effects (5, 7). Bath application of the GABAAR antagonist bicuculline
and the glycine receptor antagonist strychnine to these slices did not change the baseline respiratory frequency or the effects on
respiratory frequency of SP or DAMGO (Fig.
1B). Thus, the preBötC NK1R-, GABABR-,
and OR-expressing neurons that mediate
agonist frequency-modulating effects are
likely excitatory and are either directly involved in respiratory rhythm generation or
are nonrespiratory neurons that modulate
rhythm-generating circuits.
We examined the immunohistochemical
expression pattern of NK1R, OR, and
GABABR in the ventrolateral medulla of

adult rats (12). Within the ventrolateral respiratory column, GABABR expression was
widespread. However, both NK1R and OR
expression were concentrated within the preBötC and absent from the adjacent Bötzinger
complex (BötC) (1) and rostral ventral respiratory group (1) (Fig. 2); NK1R expression in
adult mouse brainstem was similar (13). The
preBötC NK1R⫹ neurons were segregated
from both motoneurons and catecholaminergic sympathetic neurons as revealed by double immunohistochemistry for choline acetyltransferase (ChAT) or tyrosine hydroxylase
(TH) (13, 14).
To determine whether GABAergic and
peptidergic effects on breathing are due to
convergent inputs onto individual neurons,
we looked for OR or GABABR colocalization in NK1R⫹ neurons. We found NK1R⫹/
OR⫹ neurons and processes (Fig. 3A) and
NK1R⫹/OR⫺ neurons and processes (of 88
preBötC NK1R⫹ neurons examined in detail,

Fig. 1. Effects of peptides injected into preBötC
are independent of GABAA and glycinergic
transmission. (A) Microinjection into preBötC
of DAMGO (2 pmol) slows and SP (1.5 pmol)
speeds up endogenous respiratory-related
rhythm. Traces are integrated XII motor nerve
output; bars under each trace represent injection period with total amount indicated. (B)
Frequency response to microinjection of
DAMGO and SP into preBötC is not affected by
blocking chlorine-mediated postsynaptic transmission with bath application of bicuculline (20
M) and strychnine (1 M) sufficient to block
the effects of the combined microinjection of
the GABAA agonist, THIP (1 nmol), and glycine
(1 nmol). Histograms of grouped data across
multiple experiments are shown; number of
epochs (20 cycles per epoch) are indicated
within bars; error bars are SEM. Statistical comparisons are between individual pairs of epochs
in the same experiment: *, significant difference (P ⬍ 0.05; Student’s t test) between
conditions in all pairs; ns, no significant difference between conditions in all pairs; §, significant difference (P ⬍ 0.05) relative to control in
all pairs; ns, no significant difference relative to
control in all pairs. Bic/Str, bath application of
bicuculline and strychnine.
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53 coexpressed OR) (Fig. 3B). We found
NK1R⫹/GABABR⫹ (Fig. 3C) as well as
NK1R⫹/GABABR⫺ neurons (of 160 preBötC NK1R⫹ neurons examined in detail,
118 coexpressed GABABR). We also found
NK1R⫺/GABABR⫹ neurons (Fig. 3C) and a
few OR⫹/NK1R⫺ processes (Fig. 3B) and
somas (13). Thus, GABAergic and peptidergic synaptic inputs converge on subsets of
preBötC neurons. Moreover, in the ventrolateral respiratory column, neurons that are targets of these convergent modulatory inputs
that affect respiratory frequency are present
only in the preBötC. We propose that the
expression of NK1R⫹ neuronal somata in
the ventrolateral respiratory column defines
the anatomic extent of the preBötC.

Fig. 2. NK1R- and OR-expressing neurons are
limited to and define the preBötC. (A) Cartoon
indicating approximate location and boundaries
of ventral respiratory column regions and adjacent ambiguual motoneuron pools in sagittal
section. (B) NK1R immunohistochemical expression in a single sagittal section through the
respiratory column corresponding to box in (A).
Higher magnification images showing cell soma
staining from preBötC (C) and relative lack of
staining in BötC (D). Confocal, negative composite images of OR immunohistochemical
staining indicating different expression levels in
the preBötC (E) (blue arrow) and BötC (F) (red
arrow) in transverse section. Note high levels of
expression of these peptide receptors in the
cNA, a cranial motoneuron pool not related to
respiration. Scale in micrometers. cNA, compact formation of the nucleus ambiguus; scNA,
subcompact formation of NA; rVRG, rostral
ventral respiratory group; VII, facial motor nucleus; D, dorsal; L, lateral.

These results do not differentiate whether
these preBötC neurons generate or simply
modulate respiratory rhythm. We tested the
responsiveness of behaviorally identified respiratory neurons to neurokinin and opioid
agonists (15). In the preBötC of rhythmically
active slices from mice, inspiratory neurons
fall into two categories (types 1 and 2) based
on their electroresponsive properties and
membrane potential trajectories (16, 17) (Fig.
4A). After blockade of action potential driven
synaptic transmission by 2 M tetrodotoxin
(TTX), bath application of SP depolarized
type 1 neurons 7.7 ⫾ 1.5 mV (n ⫽ 4) (Fig.
4B), whereas type 2 neurons depolarized
much less [2.7 ⫾ 0.8 mV (n ⫽ 4) (Fig. 4B)].
Input resistance was not significantly
changed by SP in type 1 or type 2 neurons
(Wilcoxon signed rank test). Bath application
of DAMGO (in TTX) hyperpolarized all type
1 neurons tested (7.9 ⫾ 1.8 mV; n ⫽ 5) and
reduced their input resistance to 67% of control value but had no effect on either the
membrane potential or input resistance of
type 2 neurons (n ⫽ 6) (Fig. 4C). The current-voltage (I-V ) curves of type 1 neurons
before and after DAMGO (under voltage
clamp in the presence of TTX) intersected at
⫺102 mV with normal [K⫹]o concentration
(n ⫽ 5), whereas when [K⫹]o was increased
by 10 mM, the intersection point shifted to
⫺66 mV (n ⫽ 3; P ⬍ 0.05, Mann-Whitney
rank sum test) (Fig. 4D). Taken together,
these results suggest that the effect of
DAMGO was mediated by activation of a K⫹
conductance.

Fig. 3. G-protein– coupled receptors are coexpressed on individual preBötC neurons. Confocal projections of NK1R⫹ somas (A to C) (left)
and processes (B) (left), OR⫹ somas (A)
(right) and processes (A and B) (right), and
GABABR⫹ somas (C) (right). Arrows indicate
coexpression and arrowheads indicate absence
of coexpression. Bars ⫽ 25 m.

Most models for respiratory rhythm generation predict that depolarization of rhythmgenerating neurons will speed up rhythm and
that their hyperpolarization will slow it down
(2, 3, 18). Type 1 neurons, which are rhythmogenic (2, 16, 17), are the only preBötC
inspiratory neurons depolarized by both SP
and thyrotropin-releasing hormone (16), peptides that increase respiratory frequency, and
hyperpolarized by DAMGO, a peptide that
decreases respiratory frequency; this is consistent with these models and the hypothesis
(2) that type 1 neurons are responsible for
both rhythmogenesis and frequency control.
The preBötC appears to have an important
function in generating respiratory rhythm and
in processing signals affecting respiratory
frequency (2). We propose that the kernel for

Fig. 4. Postsynaptic membrane responses of
inspiratory neurons in the preBötC to SP and
DAMGO. (A) Characteristic membrane potential trajectory between inspiratory discharges
of type 1 and type 2 inspiratory neurons. Note
the long-lasting hyperpolarization characteristic of type 1 neurons. (B) Membrane responses
of type 1 and type 2 neurons to bath-applied SP
(1 M) after blockade of action potential driven
synaptic transmission by T TX (2 M). Hyperpolarizing current pulses (1-s duration every
5 s) were injected to measure input resistance
throughout the application and the membrane
potential was brought back to control value by
injecting bias current at the indicated time
(bias I). (C) Membrane responses of type 1 and
type 2 neurons to bath-applied 5 M DAMGO
( TTX ). (D) ( Top) I-V curves (in the presence of
T TX ) before and after DAMGO application (5
M) in normal [K⫹]o (6.2 mM). Arrow indicates
potential at which the two curves intersect.
(Bottom) I-V curves (in the presence of T TX )
before and after DAMGO application (5 M) in
high [K⫹]o (16.2 mM). Note intersection points
of the curves have shifted in the depolarizing
direction.
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the basic respiratory rhythm is a small class of
preBötC rhythmogenic neurons (type 1) onto
which several modulatory systems converge.
These neurons may overlap or even be identical
to other preBötC neurons with intrinsic oscillatory bursting properties—for example, pacemaker neurons (3, 19) and preinspiratory neurons (20)—because 50% of type 1 neurons
have bursting properties (16) and at least some
project to the midline (21). However, whether
endogenous burst activity is critical for generation of respiratory rhythm per se (3, 18 –20)
remains to be determined. Alterations in peptidergic transmission in the preBötC may play a
role in respiratory disorders such as sleep apnea
(22) and sudden infant death syndrome (23).
The possibility that multiple peptide systems
affecting respiration converge on a particular
identifiable class of neurons represents an interesting locus for ventilatory control. The coexpression within the ventrolateral respiratory column of NK1R and OR in preBötC neurons
provides an opportunity to exploit targeted molecular manipulation of breathing in animal
models and a basis for analysis of human respiratory disorders.
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Identification of a Conserved
Receptor-Binding Site on the
Fiber Proteins of
CAR-Recognizing Adenoviridae
Peter W. Roelvink,* Gai Mi Lee, David A. Einfeld, Imre Kovesdi,
Thomas J. Wickham
The human adenovirus serotype 5 (Ad5) is used widely for applications in
human gene therapy. Cellular attachment of Ad5 is mediated by binding of the
carboxyl-terminal knob of its fiber coat protein to the Coxsackie adenovirus
receptor (CAR) protein. However, Ad5 binding to CAR hampers the development
of adenovirus vectors capable of specifically targeting (diseased) tissues or
organs. Through sequence analysis and mutagenesis, a conserved receptorbinding region was identified on the side of three divergent CAR-binding knobs.
The feasibility of simultaneous CAR ablation and redirection of an adenovirus
to a new receptor is demonstrated.
The human adenovirus family has 49 viral
serotypes that are associated with a wide
range of pathologies and tissue tropisms (1,
2). The serotype Ad5 has been studied inten-

sively and is currently used as a vector in
human gene therapy (3). Cellular attachment
is mediated by binding of the COOH-terminal knob of the adenovirus fiber coat protein
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